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CHAPTER TWENTY TWO – READING RESOURCES

Reading Skill Activity

Retrieval Who did the family manage to avoid on their return to Diddlesdale? (p169) They managed to avoid Agatha Jones

What did Poppy want to do that night and why? (p169) She wanted to sleep in the treehouse so that she could catch up with the 

fairies and tell them all about her holiday.

Why was the trifle they had for pudding, not as good as Nanny’s? (p170) It wasn’t as good as Nanny’s because it was bought from 

the shop and not made by Nanny.

What did Poppy have to look forward to next year? (p170) Another holiday in the Lake District/at Billy and Kate’s.

What was unusual about the treehouse when Poppy went up? (p171) The bed covers were not how she had left them.

What was the news that the fairies needed to share with Poppy? (p172) The news was that the rest of the crown jewels were 

underneath Poppy’s bed.

What were the names of the fairies from Diddlesdale Woods? (p172) Isabella, Delilah, Amy, Xander, Nina, Zach, Olly, Elga, Emily.

What was Jareth and Gullveig’s reaction when they met Elga and Emily? (p173) They both blushed.

Why was Amy feeling proud of herself? (p175) She was proud of her ideas to move the sack of crown jewels.

What did Amy need so that she could use fairy dust to make the sack lighter for Poppy to lift? (p176) She needed some of Poppy’s 

hair.

How was Poppy going to get the crown jewels back to Kate? (p176/177) Using the magic from Amy the fairy, she was going to take 

the sack of crown jewels to her bedroom and through the crooked door. All she had to do was ‘want it to open where Kate/The 

Duchess of Cambridge was.
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Inference How do you think Poppy felt when the fairies shared their news? (p172)

If the fairies had just told you that the rest of the stolen crown jewels were under your tree house bed, what would you do with them?

Vocabulary Find and copy the word used to describe the way Elvina was feeling when she knocked on the treehouse door. (p171) exasperated

Find and copy the three words used to describe the remaining crown jewels on p175. Priceless, incredible, historical

Find and copy the word used to describe how Poppy rubbed her head on p 176. Vigorously

Summary Recount the events that led to the fairies finding the remaining crown jewels. (p173)

Choose three of the new fairies and tell me about them.

Prediction Choose one of the suggestions of what they could do with the remaining crown jewels and predict what you think would happen:

a) Return them to the woods

b) Give them to the police

c) Return them to Kate (The Duchess of Cambridge)

d) Move them using fairy dust.

Commentary Compare the way Poppy felt when the fairies first arrived to the way she felt after they told her what was under her bed. (p172)


